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Abstract: Multiphase flow in porous media is relevant to a number of engineering processes, such as hydrocarbon extraction from reservoir rock, water contamination, CO₂ geological storage and sequestration. Pore scale modeling, as an alternative approach to lab measurement, firstly serves as an effective bridge to link the pore scale properties (pore geometry and wettability) and displacement mechanisms to continuous scale multiphase flow in porous media; and secondly allows us to determine essential flow functions, such as capillary pressure and relative permeability curves, which are required for continuous scale modeling. In the literature, three methodologies, Bundle of Capillary Tube Modeling (BCTM), Direct Pore Scale Modeling (DPSM) and Pore Network Modeling (PNM), have appeared to be widely adopted in the investigation of the pore-scale mechanics of fluid-fluid and fluid-solid interactions in porous media by numerical simulation. In this review article, a comprehensive review is provided to show their strengths and weaknesses and to highlight challenges that are faced in modelling of multiphase flow, key challenges include: are contact angle characterization, validation and upscale pore scale findings to core, or even field scale.

1. Introduction

Multiphase flow and transport processes in porous media play an essential role in the extraction of hydrocarbon from subsurface, environmental issues (e.g., water contamination and CO₂ storage and sequestration) and the remediation of non-aqueous phase liquid in the subsurface. The spatial variability of these processes ranges from single pores to geological basin, and thereby spanning from nm (unconventional tight formation) or µm (conventional formation) to km on length scales. In general pore scale modeling aims to simulate multiphase flow in pore space, and it normally simulates multiphase flow from µm to cm in length scale and thus links the pore scale events to core scale flow functions. A significant amount of efforts have been dedicated to develop and improve analytical and/or numerical modeling techniques for simulating pore-scale multiphase fluid flow in porous media in past decades; consequently, many computational methods and models have been proposed and developed. Of them, Bundle of Capillary Tube Modeling (BCTM), Direct Pore Scale Modeling (DPSM) and Pore Network Modeling (PNM), have been used extensively to determine fluid configuration together with flow function (mainly capillary pressure and relative permeability curves) under various fluid-rock systems. They differ in their ways of representing the pore space under different degrees of physically plausible simplification and modeling the behaviors of fluid flow on the simplified pore space defined by plausible physics.

BCTM represents the porous space with a bundle of capillary tubes of variable shape and size cross-section; this type of models provide a simple, yet physically-sound approach to simulate multiphase flow in porous media. In the early days, the cross section of the capillary tubes were described analytically with a pore size distribution (Kovscek et al., 1993; Ma et al., 1996; Van Dijke et al., 2004; Helland and Skjæveland, 2006b; Cai et al., 2010). Recently, capillary tubes with irregular cross section extracted directly from rock images were used to simulate fluid configuration together with flow function (Lindquist, 2006; Virnovsky et al., 2009; Frette and
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Depending on whether capillary cross-sections are approximated by idealized shapes or not, this approach can be categorized into two categories: 1) Capillary Tube Model based on Analytical Cross Section, and 2) Capillary Tube Model Based on Rock Images.

2.1 Capillary tube model based on analytical cross section

Until late 90s, all the capillary tube models considered no flow interchange between capillaries. Bartley and Ruth in two separate works (1999, 2001) had developed a model which could account for the capillaries’ interaction. In their model, a frictionless fluid flow between any tubes has been assumed which allows for “perfect-cross-flow” model to be achieved. They compared their model with an extended Darcy Law which showed the later can be substituted with their (simpler) model. Despite the results, the “perfect-cross-flow” is rare to happen in real porous media in which using their methodology would result in misleading interpretations.

\[
q_{wi} = \frac{\pi r_i^4 \Delta P}{128 \mu_w L} \quad (1)
\]

\[
q_t = \frac{\pi \Delta P}{128 \mu_w L} \sum_{i=1}^{N_t} r_i^4 \quad (2)
\]

The notation \( q \) denotes the flow rate, \( \Delta P \) as pressure difference, \( r_i \) as the radius of the \( i \)-th capillary tube, \( \mu \) as viscosity and \( L \) as the length of the model.

In a separate work, Dong et al. (1998) pioneered a model of interacting bundle of capillary bundle in which the pressure equilibration was assumed to be equal at any distance \( x \) measured in those sections holding either water or oil phase. This as well as the assumption of a pre-defined constant capillary pressure at the oil-water interface in every tube, has led to an idealized model. Dong et al. (2005, 2006) introduced an updated model of interacting bundle of capillary tubes in which 51 capillaries with different diameters (Fig. 1). The flow rate passing through one capillary and the bundle are given in Eq. (1) and Eq. (2) respectively. In non-interacting tubes, the movement of fluid-fluid interface in every capillary tube is governed by Washburn equation (Washburn, 1921) which calculates a higher rate of interface movement in imbibition process in larger capillaries while in interacting model, this is shown to be in the opposite way. Yet from Hagen-Poiseuille equation, average velocities for larger capillaries are calculated to be higher than smaller capillaries which is in contrast with the physics of the capillary dominant flow.

2. Bundle of capillary tube modeling

One of the earliest work in two phase flow modelling is carried out by Purcell (1949), where the porous medium is (ideally) reconstructed from separated parallel tubes which were used to model the capillary pressure-saturation relation-ship. Later on, an analytical model was proposed by Yuster (1951) to model simultaneous annular flow of oil and water in single as well as multiple capillary tubes. These capillaries can be modelled as interacting; i.e. the fluid can transfer from one to another, or as non-interacting. Both interacting and non-interacting tubes are developed to calculate capillary pressure and relative permeability curves and still attract researchers.

Unlike BCTM and DPSM, PNM represents the pore space of a sample by an extracted network of connected pores and throats, and simulates multiphase flow solving flow and transport equations on the network (Øren et al., 1998; Blunt, 2001; Piri and Blunt, 2005; Valvatne et al., 2005; Joekar-Niasar and Hassanizadeh, 2012; Al-Dhahli et al., 2013). Given a binary image, the extracted network has an identical topology of the true pore space and for each network element of pores and throats, its geometry is estimated from the image and approximated so that its cross-section takes one of idealized geometries (e.g., circle, square, star, triangle). PNM was initially proposed to simulate capillary dominated flow, and thus know as quasi-static pore network modeling; recently, it has been extended to model the effect viscous force-dynamic pore network modelling (McDougall and Sorbie, 1993; Dahle and Celia, 1999; Lovoll et al., 2005).

In this review article, we will provide a comprehensive review of all the above mentioned methodologies that have been applied to simulate multiphase flow in pore space; this will allow us to have a good overview of existing methodologies and their strengths/weakness together with the current challenges for performing pore scale modeling.
imbition process and dynamic pressure behavior in pore space that extracted directly from 2D rock images under mixed-wet condition.

By assuming to have a system at equilibrium, Mayer and Stowe (1965) and Princen (Princen, 1969a, 1969b, 1970) have derived expressions which relate the capillary pressure and liquid-rise to the cross-sectional geometry, surface tension, and contact angle by minimizing the free energy. Their method later was called the MS-P approach. The idea behind their work was a balance between the work needed to displace a fluid (e.g. non-wetting phase) and changes in surface free energy of the arc menisci. Mason and Morrow (1991) has investigated the curvature of menisci in irregular triangles under perfect wetting condition by using the MS-P method. Entry capillary pressure for arbitrary contact angles were later on investigated by Jia et al. (2007). The interface propagation in triangular tubes between two immiscible fluids has been postulated. Circular, triangular and rectangular capillary tubes has been studied elsewhere in which the flow (as well as curvature) is controlled by capillary force (Kovscek et al., 1993; Man and Jing, 1999, 2000, 2001). In a fairly similar approach to Mason and Mayor, Piri and Blunt (2004) has used the Helmhotlz free energy balance and MS-P approach to derive semi-analytical expressions for various drainage and imbibition processes. It’s worth mentioning that Arns et al. (2005) has argued based on 3D images from high resolution microtomography, the real porous medium is way more complicated to be modelled through bundle of capillary models. Designing bundle of capillary tubes based on pore size distribution starts to capture the nature of heterogeneous porous media. Garcia-Bengochea et al. (1979) represented the porous media with a bundle of capillary tubes with different diameters reflecting the pore size distribution captured from mercury injection. Amiri et al. (2005) modelled statistically the porous medium using the experimentally available pore size distributions derived from mercury injection capillary pressure curves. These models which were based on pore size distribution were first idealized and then were used to calculate permeability.

Another interesting application of capillary tube model is to simulate the streaming potential within porous media by coupling the multiphase flow and electrical properties (Jackson, 2008, 2010; Vinogradov and Jackson, 2011; Cheng et al., 2018).

Also recently the concept of fractals have been widely used in order to study the fluid flow in the porous medium. Reportedly many properties of porous media are related to the fractals (Jacquin and Adler, 1985; Adler, 1991). An important property of fractal objects is that they are free of scale of the measurements. Yu and Cheng (2002) described the cumulative size distribution of pores in porous medium by the fractal scaling law:

$$ N(L \geq \lambda) = \left( \frac{\lambda_{\text{max}}}{\lambda} \right)^{D_f} $$

where $\lambda$ is the pore size, $\lambda_{\text{max}}$ implies maximum pore diameter and $D_f$ is the fractal dimension for pore size distribution. The disordered capillary length ($L_t$) is suggested to be scaled with capillary diameter as:

$$ L_t = \lambda^{1-D_f} L_0^{D_T} $$

in which $D_T$ corresponds to tortuosity of the capillaries and $L_0$ is the length of the model (Fig. 2).

With the fractal bundle of capillary tubes’ model, numerous physical phenomena can be modeled; Newtonian and non-Newtonian flow (Yu and Liu, 2004; Zhang et al., 2006; Xu et al., 2013; Luo et al., 2014), multiphase flow in unsaturated porous media (Yu et al., 2003; Xu et al., 2013), entry capillary
Fig. 2. Fractal bundle of capillary tubes (Yu and Cheng, 2002).

Fig. 3. Complete pore space geometry (blue line). Triangles and squares are computational points used for analyzing the entry pressure. Adopted from Frette and Helland (2010).
pressure (Gao et al., 2014) as well as spontaneous imbibition (Cai et al., 2010, 2012, 2014).

2.2 Capillary tube model based on rock images

Still the real porous structure can be too complex to be simplified as simply a bundle of capillaries with idealized geometries by techniques above and to produce useful capillary curves due to complex interfacial dynamics. Given a capillary tube whose cross-section takes the shape of a complex pore (see Fig. 3), phase distributions within it at different capillary pressure need to be determined. Several methods have been developed based on the assumption that phases reach instant or quasi-static equilibrium in the pore and therefore the Helmholtz Free Energy of the phases is minimized (Morrow, 1970). For a two phase system of oil, water and solid may be written as:

\[ dF = - \sum_{i=oil,water} p_i dV_i + \sum_{i\neq j=oil,water} \sigma_{ij} dA_{ij} = 0 \]  

(5)

where \( p_i \) and \( \sigma_{ij} \) are the phase pressure and interfacial tensions respectively, whereas \( dV_i \) and \( dA_{ij} \) represent the changes in phase volumes and interfacial areas during the displacement. Note that the following Laplace formula holds at each interface of two fluid phases in two-dimensional pore space:

\[ r = \frac{\sigma_{ow}}{p_c} \]  

(6)

Combining Eq. (5) with Eq. (6) and using Young’s equation, \( \sigma_{os} - \sigma_{ws} = \sigma_{ow} \cos \theta \), the energy balance is re-written as:

\[ r = \frac{dV_o}{dA_{os} \cos \theta + dA_{ow}} \]  

(7)

Frette and Helland (2010) established a semi-analytical model based on Eq. (5) to Eq. (7) by assuming the system is at equilibrium. They proposed a scanning algorithm to traverse the entire boundary of any arbitrary 2D cross-section image to determines the two-phase fluid configuration at decreasing entry radii of the invading phase (drainage process) which is directly related to the capillary pressure curve. However, this method is limited to the non-convex 2D cross sections and for drainage process only.

This method was later extended to convex cross-section to compute the capillary pressure of two- and three-phase systems along with imbibition process by Zhou et al. (2012, 2016). They validate this new method against previously developed analytical solutions of known problem, and show their results in consistency with physics and theory of two and three phase capillary pressure curves. They suggest that this method (three-phase capillary pressure correlation) can be used in continuous reservoir simulations and incorporated with pore network modeling to understand the effects of real geometry, pore thought roughness and arbitrary wettability effects on multiphase flow in porous media.

3. Directly pore scale modeling

Measuring multiphase flow displacements in space directly in experimental setups is the ideal way to study any physical phenomena; however due to the complexity of pore space in geometry and connectivity, an observed phenomenon might reflect the collective effects of many interacting processes taking place in pores spanning from microscale to macroscale, and this makes it impossible to observe or measure the dynamics of fluid flow taken place in 1-inch core plugs in conventional core flooding experiments (Bedrikovetsky et al., 2013; Yerramilli et al., 2014). Direct observation of multiphase flow has been attempted on smaller samples using advanced imaging techniques. Through 2D micro-models made of glass beads, recent studies have investigated various physical attributes of reactive fluid flow (Kuznar and Elimelech, 2007; Johnson et al., 2010). 3D micro-tomography on the other hand, has provided valuable insight into steady state (Wildenschild and Sheppard, 2013) as well as unsteady state fluid transitions (Armstrong et al., 2014) in porous media at the scale of 5 \( \mu \text{m} \).

Depending on how the fluids are treated within the mathematical model to be implemented, one can classify pore scale simulation into 1) particle based simulation, 2) grid based simulation, 3) process based simulation, and 4) pore scale network modelling.

3.1 Particle based approaches

In the particle based approach, fluids are represented as corresponding sets of particles and their movements are the consequence of interactions with one another in pore space and solid particles. Until now, two types of particle based approaches, LBM and SPH, have been used widely in the application of multiphase flow in porous media.

3.1.1 LBM

LB method is originated from Lattice-Gas Cellular Automata (LGCA) which is similar to molecular dynamics approach, simplified by averaging properties, e.g. velocity or mass, over an ensemble of particles. Since this approach is dealing with the physics of fluid flow at molecular scale, it is considered as a fundamental tool in this research area. Multicomponent, multiphase fluids can be simulated by lattice gas models (Rothman and Zaleski, 1994). They also have been used to simulate dissolution and precipitation (Wells et al., 1991). Capability of undergoing parallel simulations, modelling of complex fluids and porous structures and the simplicity in implementation of corresponding numerical model have all made LGCA an attractive tool for simulation. However, these advantages are offset by stochastic nature of the model which requires averaging over a quite large portion of the sample to obtain an accurate velocity field. This deficiency of LGCA can be overcome by using a mesoscale LBM in which the number of particles associated with any computational node is large enough to suppress the effects of fluctuations through averaging. McNamara and Zanetti (1988) replaced the velocities of individual particles by a velocity distribution.
function, $f_i(r,t)$, the population of particles moving in the $i$-th direction, with velocity $v_i$ at position $x$ at time $t$. The general form of Lattice Boltzmann equation can be written as:

$$f(r_i + c_i \delta_t, t + \delta_t) = f(r_i, t) + \Omega[f(r_i, t)] + F(r_i, t)$$  \hspace{1cm} (8)

where $\Omega$ is the collision term and $F$ is the external force.

A lattice time step includes a streaming process in which the particles (denoted by the distribution function $f$) move from one lattice node to the neighboring node, and a collision step where particles coming from different directions collides with others in a momentum conservative manner. Depending on the configurations of the lattice to be used (e.g. D2Q9 or D3Q27), the macroscopic properties are related the moments of the distribution function:

$$\rho = \sum_{i=1}^{Q} f_i, \quad u = \frac{1}{\rho} \sum_{i=1}^{Q} f_i c_i$$  \hspace{1cm} (9)

In LB simulations the fluid(s) can be driven through a porous structure by using a body force, and/or imposing pressure or velocity boundary conditions at fluid inlets and outlets. At the solid boundary of the pore space, no-slip and no-flow BCs can typically be utilized by “bounce back” implementation. LB models have also been developed to simulate reactive transport of mineral dissolution and precipitation (Kang et al., 2004) (see Fig. 4). Recently a Shan-Chen (Shan and Chen, 1993) type LB model is adopted by Liu and Wu (2016) to include surface tension and wettability effects for modelling of two phase flow in 2D scanned images of a rock sample as well as reconstructed porous which is then compared with a finite-volume VoF method. It is reported that LBM has produced more accurate results in complex porous media. Amount work shows that LBM has been used successfully for pore scale modeling of multiphase flow within flow domain composed by pore and solids. For a detailed review on multi-phase LB models and their applicability to the problems in porous media, the reader is referred to review article of Liu et al. (2016).

Standard LB models can be applied successfully to simulate a drainage process where pore surfaces are wet to the wetting phase and to determine correct relative permeability as long as a binary image can resolve pores that together capture main pore connectivity. However, they fail in all other cases when sub-resolution pores exist and are not wetted to the wetting alone. This requires LB models to take sub-resolution pores into account. Recently, gray Lattice Boltzmann models (GLBM) have been proposed to address this need by intro-

![Fig. 4. Lattice Boltzmann simulation of progressive precipitation and sealing in micro fracture network (Kang et al., 2005).](image-url)
ducing gray nodes to represent unsolved pores, in addition to fluid and solid nodes, and to model their resistance to the flow by allowing a fraction of fluids to be reflected back-partial bounding back (Zhu and Ma, 2013, 2018; Ma et al., 2014). Other models are introduced to model flow resistance. Guo and Zhao (2002) introduces a LBM in which the flow resistance is modelled by an additional Darcy body force term. This model solves a generalized NS flow. Kang et al. (2002) introduce a model that replaces the velocity in the equilibrium function with a superficial velocity that is related to the pre-/post-collision velocity through a resistance mapping that considers aggregate permeability and porosity. Recently, the partial bouncing-back idea has been further extended to model multiphase flow (Mcdonald and Turner, 2015).

3.1.2 SPH

Mesh-free approaches, e.g. smooth particle hydrodynamics, are widely used recently in solid and fluid mechanics. These methods are providing with the features to easily simulate problems associated with free surface boundaries. Any continuous field, \( A(r) \), can be restored from superimposing different smooth Gaussian functions (bell-shaped curves), \( W(|r - r_i|) \), centered on a set of positions, \( r_i \), and hence the gradient of the field is reconstructed by the superposition of the same Gaussian functions (Monaghan, 1992). Each computational point is associated with a set of extensive properties, e.g. mass, which further on is used to determine the density field:

\[
\rho(r) = \sum_i \rho^i(r) = \sum_i m_i W(r - r_i, h) \tag{10}
\]

where the summation is taking into account the contribution of each particle at position \( i \) to the general density profile.

Within SPH formulation, inter-particle forces are defined to mitigate implementation of physical phenomena like surface tension and capillary forces. This though, comes with increasing in the computational time required for a complete and yet a simple simulation (Liu and Liu, 2010). In a recent study, a pairwise force SPH is implemented to study the effect of surface roughness on contact angle (Shigorina et al., 2017). The contact angle is determined explicitly through defining particle-particle and particle-solid interaction forces. However, Tartakovsky et al. (2008) has argued that since continuum-scale simulations would provide misleading results in reactive transport processes and the fact that pore-scale simulations cannot be applied to simulate large-scale process, they proposed a multiscale multiresolution model that uses small SPH particles to simulate the precipitation zone and large SPH particles to simulate solute dispersion (an example is given in Fig. 5).

Molecular Dynamics incorporates the Newton’s law of motion:

\[
\frac{dv_i}{dt} = \frac{f_i}{m_i} \tag{11}
\]

in which \( v_i \) is the particle velocity, \( f_i \) the force acting on the particle with mass \( m_i \).

In case of typical MD modelling with realistic particle-particle interactions, the time step must be on the order of femtosecond to obtain accurate results which in comparison with any typical process (order of micro or millisecond) is quite small. This is the most important limitation of the molecular
dynamics application to multiphase flow on the pore-scale. Yet to be said, hybrid molecular dynamics approaches have been developed where continuum models fail to provide accurate predictions for some specific problems. As an example, a coupled LBM with MD approach is proposed by Ning et al. (2016) to compute the transport properties of natural gas in shales. It initially calculates the nano transport properties using MD approach, then upscale them stochastically to microscale digitized voxel-based 3D images and, finally compute the effective permeability using a generalized LB method in which they reported they have produced a reasonable result for a micro-fractured porous medium.

3.2 Grid-based computational fluid dynamics

In subsurface flow in which we have simultaneous flow of two or more fluids, the NS equation should be developed in a way that can capture essential features of such conditions, e.g. fluid fragmentation or coalescence. Also, traditionally NS equation has been solved numerically using grid-based methods like finite-difference, finite-volume or finite-element formulation which still these approaches are favorable due to their numerical efficiency and capability of handling a full range of density and viscosity ratios.

Regardless of fluid composition, flow of all simple fluids can be described by the NS equation which makes it an important fundamental for flow of fluids. Meanwhile under certain conditions, e.g. sharp changes in fluid structure due to rapid changes in pressure and/or temperature, NS cannot be applied. Simple fluid flow problems can be tackled analytically but as for more complex problems, we should be looking for numerical solutions. This method is less computationally efficient compared to PNM but with recent increased capability of computing systems, it is becoming more attractive.

Yet to be mentioned, there are two major problems associated with traditional NS equation when it comes down to multiphase fluid flow which limit one to directly apply this method: First is lack of a contact-line/contact angle model that is essential to the multiphase flow concept, and second is the challenge of capturing/tracking the dynamic of fluid-fluid interface.

Tracking the dynamic topology of the interface is categorized as: 1) interface tracking methods (Lagrangian), and 2) interface capturing methods (Eulerian). In first group, the computational mesh used to discretize the interface according to changes in interface topology. Each element of the mesh is represented by several points. New location of each point (tagged as “interface”) are determined during the numerical simulation. Explicitly the new interface in each time step is re-meshed. A good application of this front tracking method in homogeneous bubbly flows, atomization, flows with variable surface tension, solidification, and boiling can be found in Tryggvason et al. (2001). To get a higher accuracy, they used higher order numerical schemes to discretize the NS equation which makes this method computationally expensive. In second category, the mesh is stationary; i.e. the interface undergoing topology changes is analyzed within the static computational mesh. Implementation of this algorithm is simpler and the computations needed are relatively less.

3.2.1 Volume of fluids method

The earliest and still most applied approaches to the simulation of multiphase flow is Volume of Fluid (VoF) method (Noh and Woodward, 1976) in which an indicator function (or a marker function, or scalar transport equation are found in context bearing the same meaning) or \( n - 1 \) indicator functions for \( n \) available phases, are introduced to distinguish between two (or more) immiscible fluids. First implemented VoF suffered from the lack of a model which could describe the interface accurately. But later on, a technique including surface tension was introduced by Brackbill et al. (1992) using integration of a body force over the interface as well as a Piecewise-Linear Interface Calculation (PLIC) scheme that can account for the topological changes of interface.

Raeini et al. (2012) and Raeini et al. (2014) have developed a VoF approach which can be applied to porous medium. They have decomposed the pressure term into capillary and dynamic pressure which later on, the capillary pressure is used to remove the spurious data/current. In order to improve the surface tension force, a new filtered surface force has been introduced and replaced the continuum surface force (CSF). Also relaxation factors have been extensively used to smooth the solution of velocity and pressure coupling. Drainage capillary pressure has been computed using this approach over a star shaped symmetrical three dimensional pore space. Their model is able to predict snap-off mechanisms at certain capillary numbers in drainage process. They have adopted equivalent resistivity approach to derive formulae of analytical entry capillary pressure for imbibition process. They have parameterized the effect of pore geometry on the snap-off and blub-mobilization criteria. The have reported though that their model is only working for uniform cross-sectional area and deviates for non-uniform ones.

Other researchers have tried to represent a sharp contact line and contact angle models which can improve the accuracy of CFD approaches. The contact line propagation is a complex function of contact angle, saturation history, fluid properties and more. However the mass-conservativeness of this approach gives it superiority over other approaches. Just recently, Rabbani et al. (2016) has modeled a two phase flow in straight tubes with square and triangular cross-sections using VoF method (Fig. 6). Their simulation shows a poor prediction of capillary entry pressure comparing to the analytical solution (the error ranges from 10% to roughly 25%).

Another frequently used interface capturing technique is developed by (Osher and Sethian, 1988) which is similar to that of indicator function of VoF. It has increased capability of capturing interface (as a sharp boundary rather than a band-width of fluid mixtures in VoF method) but yet it significantly violates mass-conservativeness. Olsson and Kreiss (2005) as well as Olsson et al. (2007) make use of a smeared out Heaviside function which could keep the shape and width of the interface profile constant. Mass conservativeness has been reported to be greatly improved but not completely solved.
Other approaches are proposed to take the advantage of the smoothness of level-set function representing the interface while redacting the mass conservation by including another terms.

### 3.2.2 Level set method

One of the early works in this scope is done by Sussman and Puckett (2000). They proposed a coupled level set and VOF methods for computation of incompressible two phase flows. Within their methodology, they introduced numerical schemes in order to be able to conserve the mass around the interface as well as representing a smoothed gradient of level-set function which was further used to account for surface tension force. In their approach, three advection equations solved simultaneously. They have successfully generated coalescence and phase break-ups for air/water systems. However, this method is highly time consuming when using higher order discretization schemes to get accurate results. Also this method is applied to problems where no flow boundary condition for the level-set function is considered; i.e. wettability effects are excluded.

Sun and Tao (2010) have proposed a coupled method which relies on the solution of the VOF advection equation in which the level-set function is reconstructed geometrically from the solution to VOF equation. They have used this approach to model dam-break problem. They’ve reported the computational time required to perform this simulation is significantly lower than that of fully coupled level-set method by Sussman and Puckett (2000) but yet argued that a three-dimensional simulation can be much more time consuming. Further on, Ansari et al. (2016) has improved the geometrical reconstruction process of the level-set function and simulated the gas bubble free rise process in a liquid column (Fig. 7). It is concluded there that their approach predicts the interface topology pretty well. Yet no contact angle boundary condition is imposed.

A coupling of level-set and the volume penalization methods for a two phase flow is proposed by Pinilla et al. (2016). Navier-Stokes equation is solved to get the velocity profile which is then fed to the level-set function. They implemented the Cox model (boundary condition) to get the velocity of the interface. The accuracy of their model is tested against a benchmarked capillary-rise problem which shows a great agreement. However, their model deviates from the analytical solution for asymptotic values of contact angle as a function of ln(Ca). They have argued that this error is due to the numerical approximation of the penalization term. In addition, they haven’t shown any particular results of fluid coalescence or break-up.

Jadidi et al. (2014) have proposed a coupled method which can model compressible flows by adding a pressure-dependent density term to the VOF advection equation. They’ve simulated bubble growth and detachment experiment which shows a good agreement with experimental results (Fig. 8).

Albadawi et al. (2013) used the same methodology as Sussman and Puckett (2000) with the difference of considering

---

Fig. 6. Comparison between theoretical and simulation results for 45 degrees contact angles (Rabbani et al., 2016). G is shape factor of different cross-sections.

Fig. 7. (a) Bubble rise velocities, (b) bubble terminal shape at different grid-size resolution (Ansari et al., 2016).
the effect of contact angle for two incompressible fluids. They have considered the different experiments by considering the effect of contact angle of the orifice on the shape of the bubble. However, large three-dimensional gas bubble growth fails to produce correct bubble aspect ratio. In addition, their approach is not subjected to model fluid flow in porous medium.

Studying flow of fluids dynamically is highly challenging especially in porous media. Researchers have tried to bypass the dynamics of flow by introducing terms which are valid under certain conditions. They replace the time-dependent terms in any CFD formulation with force-dependent terms which in turn can be controlled and imposed to the system manually. Mohammadmoradi and Kantzas (2016) proposed a quasi-static level set based approach to investigate the impact of wettability effect on waterflood performance, an example of oil distribution during forced imbibition at different oil saturation is given shown in Fig. 9, and the phase permeability and relative permeability were calculated by volume of fluid method.

Level-set function was basically developed to capture curvature-dependent interfaces (Osher and Sethian, 1988). Prodanović and Bryant (2006) proposed a quasi-static method based on level-set function on fixed, structured Euclidean grids. In their approach, a prescribed curvature model is adopted to evolve the interface. The prescribed velocity model takes the form of:

$$ F(\vec{x}, t) = \kappa_0 - \kappa(\vec{x}, t) $$

where $\kappa_0$ is a given constant, and $\kappa(\vec{x}, t)$ is curvature of the level-set function which the interface is being relaxed towards.
As shown in Fig. 10, a series of drainage simulations were conducted and compared to Mayer-Stowe-Princen (MSP) theory as well as a few experiments which was shown to have a good agreement.

A major drawback to this approach is lack of any boundary condition to the level-set function which could account for a contact angle. This enforcement of the mask that defines the grain space has the side-effect of causing the zero level-set to be tangent to grain surfaces which means the contact angle is zero. Jettestuen et al. (2013) introduced a velocity dependent contact angle boundary condition to the force term (Eq. (12)) inside the solid matrix. For this purpose, they include a second set of level-set function to distinguish between the pore volume and grains. They have conducted several simulations and have shown the capability of their model to predict different mechanisms of phase trapping without enforcing any assumptions onto the model itself (see Fig. 11).

The LSMPQS approach is also developed to investigate the matrix/fracture transfer in drainage and imbibition processes. Prodanović et al. (2013) has modelled the fractured porous medium by changing the grain-size of fractures from the micro-structure. They assigned one set of level-set function to each of grain and pore volumes. Same procedure was applied to model numerical cementation in rough fractures which showed to have poor prediction of relative permeability (Tokan-Lawal et al., 2016).
3.3 Morphology based modelling

A completely different, yet, discrete approach for modeling capillary dominated flow is the morphology-based method. Maximal inscribed ball (or sphere) (MIS) algorithm is one of the most popular morphology-based methods to model capillary equilibrium fluid configurations at the pore scale (Silin et al., 2003; Silin and Patzek, 2006). The MIS method has the capability to compute capillary pressure curves and fluid configurations in 3D rock images and the results show a reasonable agreement with results obtained from mercury injection experiments (Silin et al., 2003, 2011; Silin and Patzek, 2006). Silin and Patzek (2006) also formulated a new dimensionless capillary pressure function to improve the traditional J-function.

4. Pore-scale network modelling

In pore-scale network modelling, the pore volume is simplified into two distinct elements: Pores, which are responsible for holding the bulk volume of the fluids, and throats which are considered as fluid conduits from one pore to the next (Fatt, 1956; Van Dijk et al., 2004; Al-dhahli et al., 2012), an example of the equivalent pore network of a real rock sample is given in Fig. 12. Any pore scale network modelling can be divided into two major steps: Network construction and fluid flow simulation. At early stages, regular networks with elements having only circular cross-sections were considered. Later on,
more sophisticated randomly generated networks based on statistical data obtained from thin sections were used (Jiang et al., 2013). Angular cross-sectional shapes like triangles and stars were added to the pore-network models to account for the highly angular porous medium (Blunt, 2001).

Depending on if the capillary force dominates the viscous force or vice versa, quasi-static model or dynamic model can be applied respectively. Semi-empirical correlations (for entry pressure of invading phase for example) are derived from solving dimensionless NS equation for a known range of aspect ratios, and different cross sections. Fluid-fluid interface and the fluid-solid contact line are tracked using simple procedures which account for displacing and displaced fluids, contact angle and corner angle at each time step. As the fluids flow, a search algorithm is implemented to capture the current state of fluid configuration at each element. Elements are checked for possibility of adding a new set displacements to a new fluid configuration and for validity of previously added displacement mechanisms. Criteria and equations are also developed which can model the normal percolation phenomena (film/layer flow, layer formation/collapse and snap-off for example) as well as invasion percolation phenomena (piston-like displacement).

For two incompressible fluids, the Kirchhoff’s rule (Kirchhoff, 1845) can be written (which simply defines a mass balance equation) on any computational grid points as:

\[ \sum_i Q_{ij} = 0 \]  

(13)

where \( Q \) is the fluid flow rate. As Hagen-Poiseuille equation describes, flow rate across a constant cross-section channel can be written as a function of fluid conductivity (also known as permeability), fluid viscosity and pressure gradient. Given Eq. (5) and writing it for each computational node (pore or throat), a system of linear equations is to be solved in order to find the pressure of each phase. Explicit expressions have been devised for fluid conductance for elements with different cross sections (Piri and Blunt, 2005a).

Comprehensive reviews of pore scale network model fundamentals and recent advances can be found in the literature (Blunt, 2017). Blunt (2001) and Blunt et al. (2002) have discussed different pore network models and their applications in details. One great advantage of PNMs are their computational efficiency which makes them ideal to work on pore-scale phenomena in large samples. However, this simplification of geometry and hence the superiority in computational cost comes at the price of losing physical details of fluid flow. In case of unconventional reservoirs like carbonates in which a system of fractures coexist with the micro pores, it is hard to apply the concept of network modelling to this type of reservoirs (Ovaysi and Piri, 2010). Given the limitations of previously stated approaches to fluid flow in porous media, here we discuss other computational methods developed for the purpose of fluid flow modelling in porous media.

4.1 Pore network representation methodologies

Two major algorithms, the maximal ball (Silin et al., 2003) and medial axis based method (Lindquist and Venkataraman, 1999), have been developed to extract pore networks from arbitrary 3D images. The maximal ball algorithm pioneered by Silin et al. (2003) and Silin and Patzek (2006), is based on generating balls in the center position of each voxel representing void in the image that just fit in the pore space; the largest maximal balls that are surrounded by smaller balls define the pores. Al-Kharusi and Blunt (2007) developed a more comprehensive set of criteria that include sphere clusters to handle equally sized balls. However, this extended algorithm is limited to relatively small systems containing fewer than a thousand pores, and it tends to form pores with lots of connected throats. Instead of growing a ball layer by layer, Dong and Blunt (2009) defined a void ball by developing a two-step searching algorithm to find the nearest solid; they also invented a clustering process to define pores and throats by affiliating the maximal balls into family trees according to their size and rank.

Any pore network simulation can be divided into two separate stages: 1) network construction, and 2) fluid flow simulation. In statistical recreation of pore network model, the objective is to build an equivalent representative model using
basic morphological parameters (i.e. pore size distribution and/or average coordination number). Another approach is to directly map the network elements onto available 3D images of a core sample. Fundamentally the two approaches are different in the sense that the later approach tends to represent the real porous structure through some simplifications in which the dynamic part is built on while the first one is statically identical.

Earliest constructed networks were 2D and/or 3D regular (or cubical) lattices with predefined coordination number (Ioannidis and Chatzis, 1993; Reeves and Celia, 1996). It was shown that the real porous medium has higher coordination number (Dong and Blunt, 2009) which led to development of models handling connectivity greater than 6 (Raoof and Hassanizadeh, 2010) (see Fig. 13).

2D images can be used (along with their statistics) to reconstruct 3D images and eventually 3D models. Truncated random Gaussian field (Adler and Thovert, 1998) coupled with the statistical properties derived from the thin sections are usually used to build the 3D images. The combination of correlation functions along with geometrical descriptors have proved to be a valuable tool for generating 3D images from which macroscopic properties are calculated on (Levitiz, 1998; Roberts and Torquato, 1999). On another approach, Okabe and Blunt (2004) created a multipoint statistical framework to recreate 3D voxels from 2D thin sections.

On another separate approach pioneered by Bryant et al. in early 1990s, 3D models were recreated through randomly packed spheres of equal size (Bryant and Blunt, 1992; Bryant et al., 1993; Bryant et al., 1993). The idea was to move centers of each sphere allowing overlapping in order to replicate the correct porosity. They have successfully predicted relative permeability and capillary pressure as well as electrical properties of sand packs which was regarded as a breakthrough in pore scale modeling. The major drawback of this work was its limited applicability; it only worked for pore structure made from spherical grains. Further improvement was made by Øren et al. (Bakke and Øren, 1997) where they took into account grain size distribution extracted from 2D images. In an extended research, Øren and Bakke (2002) have reconstructed a geological representative model which has replicated a good connectivity of the pore structure. Despite the success of such approaches in predicting morphological and single phase properties, applying them to more heterogeneous system like carbonates, seems to be a challenging task.

Piri and Blunt (2005a) have started rolling the rock down the road of working directly on the real porous medium by mapping a network on the real sample which results in irregular lattice. In this case, pores (a.k.a. nodes) and throats (a.k.a. bonds) are distinguished by finding the local minima along the medial axis which was introduced by Lindquist et al. (1996). On a different approach, Silin and Patzek (2006) incorporated the maximal ball method to find the biggest inscribed sphere within the voxelized images. Later on, Dong and Blunt (2009) extended the work done by Al-Kharusi and Blunt (2007) by introducing a clustering process to define trees of connected pores and throats. The problem with network constructed from medial axis method is that explicit definition of pores is difficult while the maximal ball algorithm within highly complicated geometries, it is hard to come up with a criterion to differentiate between the network elements (i.e. pores and throats). The next step in fluid flow simulation is to fit the related mathematical model into the network model generated above.

The knowledge of displacement mechanisms at pore scale as well as the mathematical expressions derived for modelling purpose in the context of pore scale network modelling have been expanded hugely in recent years. There are generally two separate sets of fluid flow model in network modelling: 1) quasi-static, and 2) dynamic.

Fig. 13. Regular lattices with preset coordination number; (a) max coordination number of 6 (Ioannidis and Chatzis, 1996), (b) max coordination number of 26 (Raoof and Hassanizadeh, 2010), (c) truncated octahedron (Jivkov et al., 2013), (d) rhombic dodecahedron (Vogel and Roth, 2001).
4.2 Quasi-static pore network modelling

If the capillary number is smaller than $10^{-5}$, based on the fluid displacement mechanisms a quasi-static pore network modeling could be applied to simulate the equilibrium positions of fluid-fluid interfaces, and thus determine the capillary pressure and relative permeability curves in the pore space.

Majority of pore scale network models that were previously developed are within the context of quasi static which deals only with the capillary dominant flow. In quasi static modelling, “time” is not explicitly introduced but rather the fluids are displaced through a finite number of capillary pressure steps. Generally the quasi static modelling has the assumption of Newtonian, incompressible, immiscible and capillary dominant flow along with neglecting the gravity effect.

Ören et al. (1992) computed oil recovery in spreading and nonspreading systems via a two dimensional network model with spherical pores and rectangular throats. They have successfully reproduced the oil recoveries from the micromodel experiment. They introduced a double drainage process (i.e. displacement of one phase by another phase where it displaced by a third phase) in which gas displaces trapped oil that displaces water, allowing for the coalescence of oil ganglia, resulting in higher oil recovery. They have reported a lower oil recovery for lower spreading coefficient.

Soll and Celia (1993) studied the two phase and three phase movement along with the capillary pressure-saturation relationships in a water wet medium using regular 2D and 3D networks of pores. Each node could hold only one phase in the center of the pore as well as a wetting layer. They compared their results with the micromodel experiment (Soll et al., 1993) as well as the fluid distributions from the 2D and 3D experiments. Although the model was incapable to successfully match three phase data, but it was the first model to accommodate for layer flow in three phase modelling.

Fenwick and Blunt (1998) described details of three phase flow for strongly water wet systems through a regular, cubic, 3D network model composed of equilateral triangular and/or square cross sections. Contact angles between oil/water and gas/water were considered to be zero. The model was capable of any sequential injection of gas/oil/water. Mathematical expressions were derived to accommodate for the stability criterion of layers formed during the injection process. Geometrical parameters such as corner half angle as well as other fluid and solid properties (e.g. interfacial tension and contact angle) were taken into consideration. They used such expressions to estimate the conductance of each phase present in each element which later on was used to calculate relative permeability.

Hui and Blunt (2000) introduced a mixed wet model with triangular throats. Changes in wettability were modeled through changing the contact angle of the solid surface came into contact with oil phase explicitly. Different fluid configuration as well the criteria for the formation of each were discussed. They investigated the effect of initial oil saturation, spreading coefficient and contact angle on relative permeability curve.

Piri and Blunt (2005b) extended Hui’s approach which included 30 different possible fluid configurations in three phase 3D flow in a random network model based on Berea Sandstone. They introduced a new clustering algorithm which was based on the displacement mechanisms. They computed relative permeability, saturation path and capillary pressure for any given set of displacement sequence.

Most recently, Raeini et al. (2018) has introduced a quasi-static network model in which the pressure drop caused by the viscous force is considered as “perturbation to the local capillary pressure along the length of the system”. They have subdivided the throat into two separate compartments in order to overcome the simplifications made in building the network (Raeini et al., 2017). They calculated entry capillary pressure for all displacements based on the new levels of discretization and compared their results with a finite volume two phase flow solver. They showed a fair number of successful predictions of entry capillary pressure for different sets of contact angle, aspect ratio and geometry.

4.3 Dynamic pore network modeling

Dynamic pore-network models are normally applied when the capillary number is larger than $10^{-5}$, as the viscous forces cannot be neglected. In the dynamic pore scale models, at each time step the pressure distribution in the network is calculated first followed by the fluid-fluid interfaces based on pressure difference criteria. The dynamic pore scale models were used to investigate the effects of capillary number and viscosity ratios on the relative permeability, residual oil saturation and pore scale displacement mechanisms (Blunt and King, 1991; Dahle and Celia, 1999). The balance between piston-like and snap-off displacement, and its effect on residual oil could be examined if the flow through thin wetting films is also included in the dynamic pore-network models (Blunt and Scher, 1995; Hughes and Blunt, 2000; Joekar-Niasar et al., 2010).

In quasi static approach, the viscous and gravity terms are taken into account through some approximations if they are to be considered. Viscous and gravity effects might become significant during different situations; for example polymer or surfactant flooding, or high velocity areas around wellbore (Sahimi, 2011). In dynamic network models, on the other hand, the viscous and gravity terms are included to simulate fluid flow wherever these forces are of relevance. A comprehensive review of dynamic models can be found in Joekar-Niasar and Hassanizadeh (2012).

The first dynamic pore network model is developed by Koplik and Lasseter (1985) where they studied the effect of pore structure on macroscopic phenomena. They picked up on the problems associated with computational time and difficulties dealing with large models. Their model was only based on a number of 100 pores. Lee et al. (1996) developed a parallel model capable of performing water flooding and miscible flooding simulations in quite big networks (~530000 pores). The model developed by Aker et al. (1998) was set to study the fluid propagations as well as pressure distribution in a drainage process which later on was modified by Knudsen and Hansen (2002) by adding biperiodic boundary conditions. Lovoll et al. (2005) tested their dynamic model which was a
high velocity drainage process along with stabilized gravity, with glass bead experiments.

Al-Gharbi and Blunt (2005) developed expressions for layer swelling and snap off displacements in the context of dynamic model to study the effect of viscous force in 2D lattices. Nguyen et al. (2006) included the pressure drop caused by the wetting films to study their effect on the favorable displacement mechanisms (snap off or piston like) in imbibition process. Piri and Karpyn (2007) mapped a network model on a fractured sample and simulated two phase flow in a single fracture using a quasi-dynamic model. Their model was consist of approximately 21000 pores.

In an interesting work, Sheng and Thompson (2013) developed a dynamic pore network model based on the work done by Thompson (2002) and was linked with continuum scale reservoir simulator. The network model was used to predict the continuum scale input parameters such as capillary pressure and relative permeabilities which in turn the simulator provided the boundary conditions for the network model at the given time step to complete the coupling process.

Aghaei and Piri (2015) introduced an entirely new dynamic pore network model which incorporated capillary, viscous and gravity forces. They included the film flow in the corners as well as the mathematical expression for dependencies of local interface in the corners on capillary pressure. They have validated their results with a CT scan core flooding apparatus capable of measuring in situ contact angle dynamically for the first time. Local saturations, relative permeabilities and fractional flow curves were subjected to be compared.

5. Challenges

As addressed in the previous sections, amount of various pore scale method have been applied to simulate multiphase phase in porous media. It is indeed that significant achievements have been archived in pore-scale modeling, while many open questions still remain challenging. For example, wettability and pore space characterization, model validation and multiscale problems.

5.1 Contact angle characterization

A pre-defined contact angle distribution and pore space are the two essential information required to be used as input for any types of pore scale modeling approaches to mimic multiphase flow at pore scale.

Contact angle is an intermolecular force dependent mesoscale property of a fluid-fluid-solid combination. It is strongly affected by the chemical and physical complexity of the fluids-rock components as well as by pressure and temperature (Derkson, 2015; Iglauer et al., 2017; Yong et al., 2017; Zhou et al., 2017). Contact angle is normally measured on a flat surface at ambient condition through sessile drop and/or captive bubble approaches (Iglauer et al., 2013, 2017; Sun et al., 2018). For pore network modeling, a random in-situ wettability information is normally assigned to pore throat to match the measured capillary pressure drainage curves (Blunt, 2017). Besides that, with the application of advanced imaging techniques, Andrew et al. (2014) initialized the measurements of in situ contact angle using X-ray micro-tomography; the method is based on manual estimation, and thus it might be prone to bias/subjectivity and is time-consuming. Later, Klise et al. (2016) and Scanziani et al. (2017) proposed an automatic method to estimate the effective contact angle at in situ condition.

Besides measurements, few modeling approaches have been applied to simulate contact angle at various temperature-pressure conditions. Such as molecular dynamic simulation (Iglauer et al., 2012; Derksen, 2015; Yong et al., 2017) and extended usage of Frumkin-Derjaguin equation with the application of disjoining pressure (Hirasaki, 1991; Zhou et al., 2017) have been used to estimate contact angle. These two methodologies in general over-simplify the solid surface as flat substrate with uniform component. Besides that, current measurements of gas-water contact angle in silicon capillary tube also demonstrates that contact angle also depends on the size of capillary tube (Li et al., 2013).

So, one open question for pore scale modeling is developing a proper contact angle characterization method that could account for pore size, pore roughness, fluid-rock mineralogy at in-situ condition.

5.2 Validation

The pore scale modeling methods deal with the same problems, and most of them are validated either by analytical solution, another numerical approach or experiment measurements.

The first type of validation is performed within single pore channel by analytical solution. For example, the 2D semi-analytical model proposed by Zhou et al. (2013a, 2014, 2016) was validated against analytical solution (Van Dijk et al., 2004) in term of fluid configuration and capillary pressure in star shaped geometry. With the application of volume of fluid method, Rabbani et al. (2016) compared the entry pressure of a non-wetting phase invades a wetting phase filled capillary straight tube with square or triangular cross-section, and they reported almost 10% error between the simulated entry pressure compared with the analytical solution. They is first due to the 2D nature, the longitudinal curvature of the interface has been assumed equals to zero, of analytical solution; and secondly the dynamic effects in volume of fluid couldn’t be neglected, even at very small capillary number.

Recently, Verma et al. (2018) performed capillarity dominated quasi-static displacements by level set method and volume of fluid method in a set of converging-diverging pore throat geometries. They found that both methods perform well for lower contact angles, and a better accuracy for the level set method for contact angles more than 70° is founded, both methods struggle with 90° contact angle. For viscosity and/or gravity force present, the Navier-Stokes based solvers such as volume of fluid are more appropriate.

Besides the entry pressure and fluid configuration comparison in single capillary tube, most of the current existing pore scale modeling approaches have been validated in term of lab measured flow function, such as capillary pressure and
relative permeability curves. Such as pore network modeling (Øren et al., 1998; Blunt, 2001; Valvatne and Blunt, 2003; Piri and Blunt, 2005a), particle based approaches (Ahrenholz et al., 2006; Boek and Venturoli, 2010; Ramstad et al., 2010; Bandara et al., 2011) and grid based approaches (Raeini et al., 2012, 2014).

One essential capability of pore scale modeling is to understand detailed pore scale displacement mechanisms and their contribution to relative larger scale flow performance. While very limited research has been done to compare simulated pore scale fluid configuration with lab measurements. Until recently, Yang et al. (2017) performed a pore to pore validation of a dynamic pore network modeling against micromodel experiment, and they found that the pore-scale matching level is at around 75% for all tested cases between pore network modeling and micromodel measurement. The matching level of core-scale parameters such as initial/connate water saturation and oil-phase permeability varies from case with a relative error from 15 to 60%.

It is true that compressive validation work have been performed for pore scale modeling methods. For simple pore events, numerical methods have showing reasonable agreement with analytical or experimental work in term of fluid configuration. For plug or core scale, pore scale modeling approaches have been validated in term of flow function. While, one critical challenges is validating pore scale fluid configuration and displacement mechanisms, such as pore filling, Haines jump, droplet deformation and droplet re-mobilization directly within complex geometries for and beyond capillary dominated flow.

5.3 Multiscale problems

Fluid flow in subsurface porous media occurs from micro even sub-micro (for example nano-meter) to kilometer scale, and thus it is almost impossible to span the scales using a single tool (Blunt et al., 2013). A common practice is to find averaged properties at different scales with integrated suite of tools, and then properly incorporated into simulations at larger scales. Rhodes et al. (2008) proposed a possible approach, as illustrated schematically in Fig. 14, to simulate multiphase flow across scale for single-phase transport of a non-sorbing and non-reacting tracer. For multiphase flow, the outcomes of pore scale modeling, such as capillary pressure and relative permeability curves, are used as input for continuous scale modeling to understand the pore scale wettability and pore geometries on larger scale flow performance (Jackson et al., 2003; Al-Dhahli et al., 2013). While, one critical issue is whether these effective flow functions are still adequate. How feasible to validate the current existing upscaling approaches against experimental observations at larger scales?

Another scale issue relates to pore scale modeling is how sub-pore scale parameters, such as fluid-rock components, pore and/or throat with sub voxel size, would affect the accuracy of pore scale models.
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